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Software Feature Listing: It is application associated with
incoming and outgoing call.It is a call center software feature that
displays information about the caller automatically in the computer as
the phone rings. This information can typically be customized to meet
the call center’s needs, but by default displays the caller’s name,
picture, phone number, address, email address, center, region.Once
integrated, the call center software will display the caller’s previous
history, phone calls with the company, chat transcripts, voicemails,
notes, cases, support tickets, etc.Call Control refers to basic call
handling functionality such as hold, mute, conference, transfer and
hang up. More progressive call center software solutions have call
control functionality entirely in the browser, so call center agents can
place callers on hold or transfer calls with a click of a mouse.

Disposition codes are descriptions of a final outcome of the call (i.e.,
“Most critical”, “Critical”, “Average Type”, “Transferred to Tech
Support”, “Meeting Requested”, etc.). Once applied by the agent, the
disposition code appears next to the call in the contact’s profile as well
as on recent calls lists. Call monitoring allows managers to listen in on
live calls without the agent or caller knowing. Call monitoring is great
for making sure that newly hired agents are up-to-speed and for
keeping an eye on the performance of an entire team. More
progressive call center software solutions run entirely in the browser so
managers can monitor live calls from anywhere.

In the given application or software enable the Call barging is a call
center software feature that allows managers to drop in on live calls to
speak with both the agent and the caller. This call center software
feature is helpful when callers ask that their call be escalated to a
manager and to optimize agent training. A predictive dialer is a call
center software dialer that automatically calls several contacts at the
same time just before an agent becomes available. Once a caller
answers, the predictive dialer transfers the live call to the available
agent. Click-to-call is a call center software feature that allows agents to
click on any phone number from website to make a call. Click-to-call
makes it simple for agents to place outbound calls and eliminates the
hassle associated with dialing the wrong number. There are systemprovided tags available, but one can also create custom tags that align
with SAI model and your trainee needs. For example, if a specific
trainee only speaks Hindi, he/she can add a language tag that specifies
that so that SAI customer support application knows to only route the
ticker to a rep that speaks that language.Receive notification desktop
when trainee calls so that representative can accept the call even if
he/she working on another task.Real-time reporting displays call center
metrics in real-time in an agent and manager dashboard. While
representative is on the phone sorting out a trainee support issue,
online support capabilities allow them to take notes while they speak to
trainee. This all shall take place in the CRM because the call will be
received through that system. Notes taken while on a call are
automatically added to the interaction history of the trainee who
called, allowing representative to go back and reference key points
from the call.

Call Reports:Customer support application should allow to run
customer support reports and keep track of key metrics that allow SAI
to understand where your team is falling short of expectations, and
where they are hitting the mark. Keep track of the data and metrics
around all calls made and received with reporting that provides insight
into call results. Maintain a view into calls by user, call duration,
reporting around call outcomes, and more. Just like with all Agile CRM
reporting, you can also schedule these to be delivered to your email on
a recurring basis.

Help Desk Ticketing:Each time someone calls for support, the
system automatically creates a new help desk support ticket for that
individual’s issue. Then, the system tracks all the touch points your
support team has with that client, giving you a paper trail that you can
reference in the future.

Details: User will open any browser and paste the given URL which is
mention on the top, after that User will inset the given username and
password to enter the application. If the provide details are correct
user can see the dashboard.

DASHBOARD SCREEN:

Description: After successfully login user can see the entire dashboard.
We have further divided the dashboard in to two side left hand side
and right hand side. If we talk about the left hand side, there are four
tabs like Call logs, Trainee master, Tasks, Scheme master. While user
clicks on these tabs it will open on the right side with all the details. In
the dashboard user can see the call history like All calls, Missed calls,
pending calls, Total call seconds. In the bottom side user can also see
the recent calls table according landing call time, name, duration, date.

All Calls:
When user will click on the all calls option screen look like as given
flows. User can see all the call option assigned different trainee.

Trainee Master:Trainee can see all the call available in the queue in the
tabular format. In the table we have given a call option for direct call.
When trainee will click on the call option, he/she will get a new pop up
window. In this given window user can see the customer entire details
like name, language, center derails, complaint feedback. There is notes
option given in the bottom where trainee can maintain the call history.

Complaint:
During the call there is option given for complaint when trainee will
click on that tab next pop window will open in the bottom side. In the
form there are five text box given to select the category, select the sub
category, sensitive, complaint title, Complaint details. After collect all
the information for the caller click on the submit button.

Feedback:
In the feedback option there are only two textbox given on the pop
window after click on the feedback button. Mood of the caller is happy,
unhappy, Neutral, angry. In the second textbox mention the comments.

MY LIST: Trainee can see all his call listed below in that option. There is
a call option given by development team so user can direct call from
here.

Questions:When trainee will click on the all call option in the new pop
up window open and in that window there are several option given the
regarding to ask the question like training, safety, anti-ragging, antidropping. According to the customer answer select the answer is YES or
NO and mentions the remarks.

Rating Question:
There is button available on the extreme right side in the bottom; color
of the button is yellow for rating. When trainee will click on that button
rating question will appear in the bottom of the page to ask the caller.
After call how does caller rate our services?

Task: If we talk about the task section trainee can check the entire
assign task given by the senior authority (team leader/ manager). In the
table we have also define the task priority.

Task Details: In the task option when trainee will click on any task row
the next pop up window will open in the right side where he can check
the entire details and comment.

